

Grounded on communication theories, we propose to use a data-mining algorithm todetect
communication patternswithin a company to determine if such patterns may revealthe
performance of the company.



Specifically, we would like tofind out whether or not there

exist any association

relationshipsbetween the frequency of e-mail exchange of the key employeesin a company and
the performance of the company as reflected inits stock prices.


If such relationships do exist, we would also liketo know whether or not the company’s stock
price could be accurately predicted based on the detected relationships.



To detect theassociation relationships, a data-mining algorithm is proposedhere to mine email communication records and historical stockprices so that based on the detected

relationship, rules that canpredict changes in stock prices can be constructed.


Using thedata-mining algorithm and a set of publicly available Enrone-mail corpus and Enron’s

stock prices recorded during the sameperiod, we discovered the existence of interesting,
statisticallysignificant, association relationships in the data.



RECENT research reveals the existence of interesting communication patterns [1]

among different participants of different social network platforms.


These patterns havebeen shown to be useful in predicting product sales [2]

andstock prices [3]. Compared to a social network, which can beconsidered as
representing connections among people in thepublic, a corporate network

connects only employees in a bigcorporation.


While participants of a social network can expressopinions on any issues of

interest, members of a corporatecommunication network are expected to mainly
talk aboutcompany-specific business. Ifhuman communication patternscan be
discovered in the social networks to predict productssales or stock performance,


one may wonder if such patternsalso exist among members in corporate
communication net-work to allow the same to be done.Unlike social networks, in
a corporate communication net-work, e-mails have long been used as a tool for
interorgani-zational and intraorganizational information exchange.



Based on these broad corporate communication theories, we hypothesize that

every company has its own communication approach with identifiable patterns.


In thesame way, a social network platform is able to captureparticipants’ behavior

and their opinions about various issuesand events.


Thus, we argue that a corporate communication network in the form of an e-mail

ecosystem also containsinsightful information, such as organizational stability and
robustness [4], about a company’s development.


We believe thatthese communication pattern scan reflect how a company manages major corporate activities (such as mergers, acquisitions, new ventures, new
process improvement approaches, going concerns, or bankruptcy) that may
subsequently affect the company’s performance in the stock market.



we would like to find out whether or not there
exist any association relationships between the
frequency

of

e-mail

exchange

of

the

key

employees in a company and the performance of

the company as reflected in its stock prices.


If such relationships do exist, we would also like
to know whether or not the company’s stock
price could be accu-rately predicted based on the
detected relationships



we propose that a company’s performance, in terms of its stock

price movement, can be predicted by internal communication
patterns.


To obtain early warning signals, we believe that it is important

for patterns in corporate communication networks to be detected
earlier for the pre-diction of significant stock price movement to
avoid possible adversities that a company may face in the stock

market so that stakeholders’ interests can be protected as much
as possible.


Despite the potential importance of such knowledge about
corporate communication,little work has been done in this

important direction.



we also discovered that these relationships can predict stock

price movements with an average accuracy of around 80%.


The results confirm the belief that corporate communication has
identifiable patterns and such patterns can reveal meaningful

information of corporate performance as reflected by such
indicators as stock market performance.


Given the increasing popularity of social networks, the mining of
interesting communication patterns could provide insights into

the development of many useful applications in many areas
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this paper also reveals important practical implications. Without looking

into the details of communication contents, this paper relied only on
communication frequency to detect the organizational performance such
as stock performance via the proposed algorithms.


In order to identify the significant changes of stock price, or detect the
early stage of organizational crisis, the corporate can observe the

employees’ communication network and monitor its robustness.


In the past, auditors, regulators, the public and researchers were
searching for hints and signals to detect corporate fraudulent behavior
[38] or the early stage of going concerns and corporate bankruptcy.



This paper demonstrates the practical possibility to do so by monitoring

the patterns of a corporate communication network.
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